In His
Humblest
Hour
Leslie Silver: 1925 - 2014
by Jon Howe

IFE IS WHAT HAPPENS
when you’re busy making
other plans. A John Lennon
quote and a general
expression that many of us
live by, and it’s difficult to
argue with; an encouragement to get on with
life and grab opportunities before it’s too late.
Some of Leeds United’s more carefree and
pragmatic owners and chairmen past
and present doubtless swear by this
motto, and its apparent swipe at the more
conscientious and cautious approach to life
maybe suggests that ‘plans’ are something
you shouldn’t get bogged down in. That
would dismiss the work done by one Leslie
Silver at Leeds United. He was the Man
with the Plan, and yet he definitely grabbed
an opportunity.

L

The sad passing of Leslie Silver on December
29th 2014 immediately brought into sharp focus
the disparity between the modern game and the
one that Silver navigated so successfully as Leeds
United chairman between 1983 and 1996. More to
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the point, we mourned the loss of a great man in
every sense, but also the loss of a sense of identity
that our once great club enjoyed.
This is nothing new of course, but when you
think of Leslie Silver and ‘Leslie Silver’s Leeds
United’ you think of every characteristic, every
mannerism and every sinew of brawn, swagger,
bravado and vigour that made you fall in love
with this Lynch-movie-plot-twist of a club in
the first place. That’s not just me being a 1980s
bore. These things were forged way before Silver
in Revie’s Leeds, of course, but how many club
figureheads have left such indelible and celebrated
legacies since? In an era when football has eaten
itself whole and spat out a gluttonous monster
with immoral motives and ungovernable main
characters and supporting cast, acting out transglobal scenes of chicanery, conceit and vanity, it
is increasingly clear that we didn’t just cheer the
Last Champions in 1992; the oddball assemblage
of honest pros who climbed the ranks against all
odds, but also the Last Chairman; the last example
of a humble and successful Leeds person bringing
success to Leeds.
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impoverished and emitting cold scowls and bad
tidings. A thankless task; an unenviable position
with little reward, except that which might offer
hope to Leeds people and make Leeds people warm
again. For anybody to take this on, they had to
be Leeds people and care about Leeds people, for
there was no other motivation whatsoever.

Leslie Silver was born in London into a Jewish
family, but moved to Leeds in 1940 during World
War Two. He was engaged in RAF bombing raids
during the war and his first of many displays of
bravery and courage was his part in defeating
fascism. With the £1,000 wartime gratuity he
received he set up Kalon Paints in Leeds in 1947
and developed it into a thriving multi-million
pound business that eventually earned him an OBE
for services to export.
As a prominent Leeds businessman, Silver
soon became known within the Jewish business
community that was rooted in the Leeds United
boardroom, and the 100 Club private members’
syndicate that part-funded the football club’s
ongoing existence. Silver joined the Leeds board
in 1981, much to the annoyance of Leeds-born
Bill Fotherby, a brash local businessman whom
incumbent chairman Manny Cussins “didn’t trust”,
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and who said of Silver that, “he wasn’t a big Leeds
United fan, like I was.” But Silver developed a
friendship with Fotherby and eventually earned
him a place on the board too. It was a place that
both valued and respected, both cherished, and
which neither would take for granted nor neglect,
and it was the beginning of a partnership that
served Leeds United through difficult times and
towards an unlikely triumph.
It was a surprise to many when Leslie Silver, as
a relative newcomer to the board, was appointed
chairman to replace Manny Cussins in 1983. It
was perhaps also an appointment he took against
good advice given the state of the club, its finances
and its tattered reputation. This was not the regal
and streamlined machine that Revie had massaged
dutifully to repeated success and which offered
warmth and made Leeds people smile. The club
was shivering beneath dark clouds; timid and

Plans were immediate and short term; the
situation merited nothing more visionary and
required tough decisions. Silver’s initial challenge
was to plug the gaping hole in the club’s finances.
He did this via a controversial deal to sell Elland
Road to Leeds City Council in September 1985
for £2.5 million. While fans were up in arms at
the indignity of the deal, the reality of life in 1985
was there for all to see and could no longer be
ignored. At the time Silver described the deal as a
“kiss of life” and claimed that it “released the club
from an intolerable burden of debt.” The club had
steeled itself for a £250,000 annual loss and had a
bank overdraft of £1.5 million. The deal wiped all
that out at a stroke, at a time when the finances
were transparent, locally-based and most of all,
compared to now, credible. If 1985 can generally
be accepted as the nadir of Leeds’ wilderness years
between 1982 and 1990, it is clear that this deal
triggered a gradual upwards curve in the club’s
fortunes, albeit with success still some years off.
One month after the sale of Elland Road to the
council, Leslie Silver risked further wrath from an
already jaundiced fanbase by sacking Eddie Gray.
As managerial decisions go there can be few more
incendiary than so publically binning a club legend

of 22 years, at a time when he was nurturing a
pack of homegrown players so pleasing on the eye
and so reminiscent of the Revie era youngsters
we were still freshly wistful over. This was Silver
seeing the bigger picture, with the finances telling
him that on this occasion he couldn’t wait around
for these youngsters to blossom; which, to a man,
they all later did. It may have been a decision he
later regretted but the approach was very much
‘horses for courses’ and Billy Bremner’s appointment saw an immediate diversion to players more
likely to stand up to the rigours of the Second
Division battlefields. Despite the near misses of
1986/87, when the Bremner approach was losing
its potency in early 1988, Silver didn’t deviate from
the concept he felt would work but took another
tough decision in changing the personnel involved.
Eddie Gray tells the story of how Leslie Silver
had approached both himself and Billy Bremner
while they were each incumbent managers of
Leeds United, and offered the services of Bill
Fotherby as a conduit between the manager and
the board. Fotherby was blessed with a formidable
drive which bordered on the overbearing, but
gained repeated commercial results for the good of
the club - often by the seat of his pants. Gray now
regrets not accepting this offer in order to maybe
persuade the board to get the players he wanted.
When Silver made a third approach for new
manager Howard Wilkinson to utilise Fotherby’s
gift for making things happen, the brusque Sheffielder - an unpopular but stout-hearted and coolheaded choice following the sacking of the ultimate
Leeds United icon in 1988 - was equally sceptical,
but ultimately trusted Silver’s intentions and
agreed to work closely with Fotherby. The rest is
history and Leeds United maintained a charade of,
according to Wilkinson, “looking good in your new
suit, while not revealing there wasn’t too much
underneath it.”
In short, when Wilkinson wanted a player,
Fotherby did deals with local Leeds businesses and
sponsors to pay for them, and Leslie Silver signed
the cheques. They were a team. No posturing,
no egotism, no power games, no overstretching
without a fall-back position, no living or chasing
the ‘dream’; just magical players, diligent
leadership and success. A plan, you might like to
call it. A plan forged when immediate prospects
looked bleak, but projected forwards ten years,
that just might have come off had it not been for
Sky’s intervention and the loss of the values that
Silver and his colleagues were trying to foster.
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Being challenged with arresting Leeds United’s
financial decline in 1985 was a patently and immediately self-serving confrontation. But attempting
to decode the club’s hooligan problems in the
mid-1980s was a mandate tossed forcefully Silver’s
way by the entirety of British football, the police
and local and national government. That Leeds
fans were considered a blight on the game is an
epic understatement, with sensational headlines
and unconditional condemnation in newspapers
across the country an almost weekly occurrence.
This was the scenario that Silver walked into,
coupled with the National Front peddling
literature on Lowfields Road and recruiting willing
gunrunners in the pubs surrounding Elland Road
on matchdays.
But with grace and integrity Silver shouldered
the burden and slowly turned it around by walking
in to the eye of the storm. In a deliberate PR
exercise Silver sanctioned facilities to be upgraded
in the Kop in 1988 and the stand was renamed
the ‘Don Revie Stand’ (albeit that incarnation
of the stand didn’t last long; it was renamed the
‘Revie Stand’ permanently when it was seated in
1994). Considerable money was spent on better
food and drink facilities beneath the stand and
TVs in the concourses. Outside of the club there
was blanket astonishment that the very people
the rest of the world felt should be locked up for
a ten stretch were being pandered to and offered
fresh privileges. Privately, it was felt that treating
the Leeds fans in a realigned manner, after years
of routine and ultimately futile vilification, might
engender an element of respect, at least for those
fans’ own ground. Elland Road’s first Family Stand
was also created around the same time. This
reverse psychology appeared to work, although
it would be wrong to say Operation Wild Boar,
intelligence improvements and society evolving
didn’t have just as much of an enlightening effect.
But it was another example of Silver taking a
considered approach and not being afraid of people
questioning his motives. He could be judged on the
outcome and this was very rarely to his detriment.
By the time Leeds had won the 1992 League
title it was clear that the football landscape was
changing, even if us mortals on the shop floor
couldn’t see it. Money was coming in to the game
and Leeds needed to be part of it. Bill Fotherby was
given free rein to create commercial enterprises
throughout the ground: the Captains’ Lounge,
the Centre Line Suite, more executive boxes and,
most controversially, the Banqueting Suite, which
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Can you imagine
the chairman
calling the physio
in to explain why
the manager was
sacked?
necessitated the removal of the famous blue West
Stand façade. Silver was again the villain, but he
and his team faced it head on and the results were
that Leeds supplemented their meagre income
and maintained a Premier League position while
managing their finances prudently and with sharp
business acumen.
Post-title we all felt let down that Leeds couldn’t
compete at the very top and push ourselves
further. Fotherby bore the brunt as the more public
figure, but Silver knew the constraints, frustrating
though they were. An armed robbery in 1995 was
the catalyst for Silver’s resignation as chairman
a year later. He and his wife Sheila were tied up
by intruders at their home and the traumatic
experience “affected his confidence” according to
Fotherby. Heart problems also contributed to a
decision to sell his stake in Leeds United in 1996,
with the Caspian Group, including Ridsdale et al,
eventually leading Leeds United into the PLC era of
big money, big egos and eventually big problems.
The cataclysmic unravelling of Leeds United’s
identity, dignity and pride since this time leaves
us where we are today. Leslie Silver never acted
the ‘Big Man’ and preferred to be the ‘bigger
man’. Ex-physio Alan Sutton once told me that
the morning after Billy Bremner was sacked in
1988, Leslie Silver called him personally into
the boardroom at Elland Road to explain the
decision. “That just shows the class of the man
and that board,” Sutton said “can you imagine
now, the chairman calling the physio in personally

to explain why the manager was sacked?” Team
spirit, respect, looking after your own; it’s all part
of being a big football club, an institution, a football
club that people admire. And here we are in 2015.
It would be wrong, despite the success he
brought, to pretend Leslie Silver was universally
popular. He spent a lot of his time at the helm
hounded and on the back foot. In hindsight we can
look at that and see it partly as rallying against
authority; a natural trait many people have without
much thought about why they are doing it. Be it
teachers, the police, your boss or your football
club chairman, nobody likes ‘the man’ looking
down on you and we don’t appreciate the decisions
they make for our greater good - until we grow
up that is.
I was offered the opportunity to meet Leslie
Silver in 2013 when researching my book, but it
was just a few weeks after the death of his wife

Sheila and I figured he wouldn’t want to be raking
up the past at that particular time. Not following
up that opportunity at a later date is something
I regret; to meet the man and say ‘thank you’ for
his dignity, forethought and backbone and for
delivering the happiest times I probably ever will
experience as a Leeds United fan; was a privilege I
should have acted on.
J. M. Barrie was the author who created Peter
Pan, the story of an ageless boy and the greatest
fairytale ever told. Barrie once said, “The life of
every man is a diary in which he means to write
one story, and writes another; and his humblest
hour is when he compares the volume as it is with
what he vowed to make it.” People say plans are an
invitation to disappointment, getting in the way of
life. As Leslie Silver enjoyed his retirement away
from Leeds United, his humblest hour will have
brought great pride in those plans that ensured his
life was exactly as he vowed to make it.
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